ABSTRACT. Let A be an n x n complex matrix. For 1 < fc < n we study the inclusion relation for the following polynomial sets related to the matrix A.
Results and examples.
Let Cnxn be the set of all n x n complex matrices. For A G CnXn> its (classical) numerical range is the set W(A) = {xAx* : x G C" and xx* = 1}.
Suppose A is hermitian and its characteristic polynomial p^(A) = det(Af -A) has roots Ai > ■ • • > An. For 1 < k < n, we denote by Int(p,i(A); k) the set of all monic polynomials q(X) of degree fc that have k real roots pi >■■■> p-k satisfying Xl>ßl and p.k-i+1 > ^n-i+i for t = 1,...,fc.
Let Pk(XI -A) be the convex hull of the set Johnson [3] proved the interesting result that
(1) Int(pA(A);n -1) = W(adj(Af -A)) = Pn_, (Af -A).
For B G Cnxn and 1 < fc < n, let Ck(B) be the fcth compound of B (see [4] for definitions and properties). Since W(Bl) = W(B) and Cn-\(B) is unitarily similar to adj(S)', we may replace 'W(adj(Ai -A))" by 'W(C"_i(Ai -A))" in (1). Clearly, Int(p^(A);l) = {A-p: A, > p > A"} = {A-p:pGW(A)} and lnt(pA(X);n) = {pA(X)j = W(Cn(XI -A)). We have (2) Int(pA(A); fc) -W(Ck(XI -A)) = Pk(XI -A)
for fc = 1, n -1, n.
Related to W(Ck(B)) is the concept of the kth decomposable numerical range of the matrix B defined by (see [5] )
W£(B) = ixCk(B)x* : x G /\ hCn is decomposable and xx* = l} , where /\ Cn is the fcth Grassman space over C™. Evidently,
It is known (see [4] ) that equality in (3) holds for fc = 1, n -1, n. So (2) may be rewritten as (4) lnt(pA(X); fc) = W£(XI -A) = W(Ck(XI -A)) = Pk(XI -A)
For general fc we have the following theorem.
THEOREM l. Let A G C"x" be hermitian. Then for 1 < fc < n, Clearly, the set W(p(A)) = {x(p(A))x* : x G C" and xx* = 1} is essentially the joint range of the matrices An, ■. ■, Am, defined by W(Aq,. .. ,Am) = {(xA0x*,.. .,xAmx*): x G C" and xx* = 1}.
As indicated in [1] , the set W(Aq, ■ ■ ■, Am) may fail to be convex even for hermitian matrices An,..., Am, if m > 2.
3. Note that Ck(A) is a particular type of induced matrix (see [4] ). Our results may be generalized to other classes of induced matrices.
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